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The “Allison” chair is shown in
Imperial Resort Green, a dramatic
dragon motif. The tall tapered legs’
collared detail at the base adds
grace to this classic accent chair.

The relaxed-modern look of the
“McCoy” sofa is fun and functional
with its wide arms and block legs that
will most certainly be a part of family
room gatherings. Shown in Boca
Indigo velvet.

The “Ramsey” chair is a beautifully
curved wing chair that has a peak-a-
boo back that makes this chair a
perfect piece to float in a room.
Shown in Blink Linen, this savvy
piece is sure to please!

The “Soto” cocktail ottoman provides
extra seating and a removable tray
insert that is great for entertaining.
Shown in Verdeca Snow leather and
a Hazelnut finish.

The "Herman" chair, covered in Boca
velvet Gen Z Yellow, features an Ash
wood frame that cradles the tight
back and seat while giving a
sophisticated nod to the Mid-Century
era.

The “Lydia” chair shown in Layla
Navy, a classic color pairing of navy
and Kelly green. Slender, slightly
flared arms create a sensuous look
while turned legs ground the chair in
a Honey Pine finish.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1xhircKd8E_Go8crt6cg2ZVm4nx1gmB3D?usp=sharing
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Passion. Finesse. Community. These are the pillars that started Taylor King almost fifty years ago. As one of the nation’s leading manufacturers
of American made custom upholstered furniture, we attribute our success to an unparalleled commitment to quality and comfort in combination
with an extensive fabric line rigorously edited to have just the right mix of couture fabrics and everyday fabrics. We would be honored to create
a beautiful piece of furniture tailored just for you.
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